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LANGUAGE POWER: GETTING, SPENDING, BUT NOT LAYING WASTE

Nancy Lyman Huse

"Getting, Spending, but not Laying Waste" has, in

my mind, a,good deal of metaphoric power as the title for

a workshop on the relationship of grammar to writing. It

is; first of all, an allusion to -one of my favorite poems,

Wordsworth's sonnet whichbegins:

The world is too much with us-; late and soon,
Getting and spending, we lay waste our powers:
Little we see in Nature that is ours;

The lines seem to me to suggest the weariness English teachers

may feel when we face stacks of papers to be graded, wondering

whether our best efforts are riot actually wasted because

"bleeding all over the page
11

kills rather than cures student

writing.

Beyond their power as literary allusiOn, the lines

work as a convention to express a new meaning, 'one which

Wordsworth did not have in mind when he lamented that we-

are separated from Nature, that

We have given our hearts away, a sordid boon!
The Sea that bares her bosom to the moon;
The winds that will be howling at all hours
And are upgathered now like sleeping flowers;
For this, for everything,we are out of tune;

The lines are the lament of someone who is living and

working--141-a-waythat--is -quite different-from ra-s- expe-c1

youth, and I can hear. the voice of the. universal English

teacher in these lines--the person who longed to hear and\

see the beauties of literature, but in mid-life realizes

that the formal order and structure -of masterpieces do not



constitute the true concern of the profession: Instead,.

2

the English teacher is charged with the task of developing

in students the peWer that. reads and the.poWer that writes-

the literary canon--a very different task than worshipping

art, and one for-which feW of uSbarge:in at the start (5f.

our careers:.

The poet,-faced with the knowledge .that his senses

no longer responded to Nature because his age was left without

a living mythology4.cried out in complex grief that he wished

to live in another age so that he could believe again in

the power and beauty of the natural world. That cry seems

not unlike the frustration we feel because-We lack a coherent,

definitive system for sequencing language instruction. The

futile -,Wish to live by the systei of another age--to sit

our students down and teach them grammar once and for all

so that ..they will write 11,-,a1--works-through-the-drama I-heat

in the poem:

It moves us not.-- Great. God! I'd rather b6
A Pagan-suckled in a creed outworn;
So might I, standing on this pleasant lea,
Have glimpses that would make me less forlorn;
Have sight of Proteus rising from the sea;
Or hear old Triton blow his wreathed horn.

Wordsworth'-could not reconcile the opposites of present

and past, but by calling upon the system of a past age,

he succeeded in making a great Romantic poem.

It is tempting to finish the analogy here,. suggesting

that the English teacher can accomplish good work by a
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similar device, by calling upon the old system to give coherence
to-the work of teaching people to read and to write. But if
we do this, ire will have to depart froth the-Meaning of the

poem, for the poet is only imagining, only wishing something
which he-knows very well can never be (and which,. actually he.
does not really w9Int at all)Q Though I have been audacious
enough to apply the poem to our situation, I will not twist the
analogy_cround so that it says simple and comforting things
like ,"Teach traditional grammar, and all manner.of things
will be well," or "Just get back to basics," or "I have finally-

figured out how:to teach English." I am also, I hope, a
perceptive enough reader of Wordsworth'-to know that I cannot
pretend his poem means "It's useless.' Writing can't be taught,"
or'"Grammar is al4aste of time." The Romantic poet longs for
the Classical age--and rightly, since Romanticism depends on
Classicism in the way that adolescents depend on parents. If
poets live long enough., they sometimes see:-an age of Romantic
agony take on the characteristics

of-Classical order. Walt
Whitman becomes someone to imitate, not-to laugh at.

I am not advocating that we teach for a hundred years-
apiece. But I am suggesting that we are like poets: we must
know what has gone on in the past, we must know where we are
taking the tradition of teaching English. Trying to teach-

apart from the rest of the profession is futile; we can draw

on our knowledge of literature to tell us that much: Donne's

sermon-"No man is ln island;" Eli9t's. essay "Tradition and
the Individual Talent;" London's short story "To.Build a Fire"--

do we need convincing?.

5
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I would like to suggest that as a profesSion we seem

to be moving, very slowly, through,a Romantic age toward

a new CIasSical era. We are.not there yet, however, and

we must not pretend or even seriously wish to be. We do. not

yet have the new mythology which will enable us to operate

securely in the worldk.of language teaching, but we are

starting to see how new knowledge is beginning to blend with

what remains of our old certainty. I refer to the way writing

theory is beginning to work with classical rhetoric, with

conventional language forms, and with the relationship of

thought to language, of thinking to writing. I. am going

to sketch what I see as three stages in current research,

and then give some examples of the ways writing and grammar

seem.to be coming together at last. -hope I can show that

our new understanding of the composing process (incomplete

as it is) may allow us to define stages where grammar, a

system-of language conventions, can-help the writer in a

conscious search for meaning_have_heard_of_many and

tried-some "grammar interventions" during pre-writing,

critiquing, and editing, and will offer a number of

suggestions for the :use .of, gratmar.in the composition

The first Stage (these are not really chronological

divisions) is what I might call the gratmar struggle.; As

recently as January, 1978, the English'Journal printed

one of its many summaries of -research on the teaching .Of

wring. In "Using Research in Preparing to Teach Writing,"
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Elizabeth Haynes reviews the summaries pf research dating
from 1906f which conclude that grammar drills and

1diagramming do_not improve student Writing. Though trans-
,

formational sentence-combining had seemed, in early studies,
to improve syntactic fluency, more recent work has. qualified.
this. Optimism. We have no long-range studies that indicate

'permanent improvement in writing as an outgrowth of sentence-
combining. 2

Most English teachers are familiar with the grammar

controversy. Perhaps half believe the research, and half

do not I am one of those who believe the research in its-
.

insistence that grammar instruction has no direbt effect

upon writing performance.' I believe thiS less on the.merits.

of individual studies than because'of what we have been learning

from cognitive pdychology and sociolinguisticS in the past

few years.' liumanists, disdaining the invasion of our

sanctuary by social science-methods in the form of tables,

control groups, and rarified circumstances, may have.to

concede that language study is revealing how right.we have

been to assign mystery and awe to the human condition. Language
,o.

learning, like all that is human, is both tied to social

context and stages of growth, and Yet as individual for

each person as a fingerprint.

Stage two, as I define it, is really the other side

of the coin from stage one. It represents the profession's

response, if you will, to stage one, and also the first wave

of,psycholinguistics to reach the classroom: It is familiar
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to us as-the work of Daniel Fader- (Hooked on BooXs), James

Moffett (A Student-Centered Language Arts Curriculum), Eliot

Wigginton ,(Foxfire), and Ken Macrorie(Uptaught) Most t-of

us have assimilated-this.stage quite thoroughly. We want

to encourage, we want to free, we want to develOP natural.

human ability, we want to have stimulating, inquiry-oriented

classes.' It is quite possible that these people (especially

Moffett, with his logically Organized psychological curriculum)"

have, helped us to have them.' The prevalence of journals

and'of group work are. indications of how much we haVe

wanted to develop students as writers and thinkers. If. stage

one might be Called Romantic doubt,-then Perhaps stage two

is Romantic optimism.' Coupled, .these stages are moving

us forward into anew Classic emphasis on patterns and

conventions in the teaching of writing: an approach to

the writer's craft_which combines emphasis on-individuality

with emphasis on system

We may notbe ready-to'put stage three into every day

.practice yet, but there are signs of its approa. No less

a theorist than Jerome Bruner, for example, -sees the- journal

and other informal methods of notation' ar; powerful aids

in-the-learning-of-the-linguiStic systems we know of as

academic disciplines -- history, philosophy, and the like.?

Bruner is one of many theorists,-.today who have observed

that writing allows us to make powerful abstractions; it

not only records what we know, but hells us to know. In-

the work. of James Britton (Language and Learning and The

5.)



Development of Writing Abilities, 11-18) we have close

obServation of the way that children more from expressive

to.transactional writing, acquiring as they develop a

whole network of conventionalized language to express

concepts they have come to-share with other human beings;

Janet Emig (The Composing Process of Twelfth Graders) has,

like Britton, helped us to understand writing as process

rather than product, something that occurs in stages tather-

than all'at once and once and for all;' much like thought

itself;

Britton and'Emig are process theorists; both are

.trtimed as English teachers--Britton as a'secondary teacher

in London--but both are surprisingly cloSe in spirit to

another group of writing theorists, whom I Call'it,produce

theorists. As rhetoricians, they are primarily concerned

with the shape writing takes for varied audiences. This

concern with audience links the process theorists-, who

stress theCrfetthat different kinds of audiences have

upon student writing, with the new thetotiCians (Kenneth

Pike, Richard Young, James Kinneavy), who categorize

writing differencly than by the ancient labels of narration,

expositions description; and argumentation, in order to

clarify our understanding of-and practice of writing;

Many of the new systems of rhetoric emphasize the'steps-

Ofthe writing process, with editing. for style as the final,

highest work of the mind;
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Writing, and the other communications skills, have

not always been relegated to early schdol years as "basic'

Ito be learned fully during childhood. In the systems of

Cicero and Quintillian, attention to delivery marked the

fullness of intellect. Walter Ong, S. J:, a scholar whose

primary interest h4s been the study of oral dl.scourse,

traces the history of writing in his bodpRamus: Method and

the Decay of Dialogue, From the Art of Disdourse to the

Art of Reason-(New York: Farrar, Strauss and Giroux, 1971-1..

As the result of complex changes in European culture

including the availability of visual-orlented print and

the dominance of scientific philosophy over humanismi. Western

written discourse has suppressed attention to style in favor

of attention to content: The in uence of Calvinism has-

also served to promote a so-called "plain" style avoiding

personal voice and bonding with audience in formal writing.

Because of Ong's 'work, -and commentaries on American prose

style and composition teaching such as that of Richard A

Lanham, Style: An Anti-textbook (New Haven: Yale University

Press, 1973) we are beginning to understand the cultural

conditions which affect,our teaching: The dreary notion

that content can be separated from form is relatively new

in the history of writing: Aware of the history of composition

teaching; we -can be better advocates for an education which

supports our students throughout their development as

writers and which stresses conscious control of words to

achieve specific purposes: style:
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The relationship of writing to consciousness has

'been stressed by a major theorist 'in cognitive psychology,

(

the Russian scholar Lev Vygot45", In Thought and LangUage

(available in translation' since 1961 from Massqchusetts

Institute of Technology Press); Vygotsky differed from

Piaget about-mental development, stating that, systemand

spontaneity are mutually dependent parts of a single process
___---of,cognitive growth (85): According to Vygotsky', instruction

.

can precede, or initiate development: This idea, joined'
y.

to his vehement assertion that his studies showed grampini

to be ."of paramount importance for the mental development

of the child," make6 Vygotsky of particular importdrce in

our search for ways to foster writing- and thinking abilities.
shows,

Although the-eyidence,ithat grammar. taught in isolation from

compoSitiOn does not have a direct relationship to writing;

the-!work of Vygotsky, Bruner, and the process and product

theorists seems to provide a aognitiVe base for what history

and intuition have insisted upon in the teaching of English.

Skilled writers have conscious control of language. Conscious

control is evidenced by style: To write with style, we

need a,repertoire of sentences.' Ergo: like dancing teachers;

we can sometimes demonstrate the steps, one by-one, and

have.students practice them--provided we da not substitute

such lesSons for the real work of dancing /writing::

In the past year, Mina Shaugnessy's'Errors and.

Expectations ( New York: OxforiUniversity Press, 1977)

has argued forcefully toward some of the same bractices"

I am suggesting: She is ,one more name among "stage three"
lY
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heralds, advocating intervention by teachers of basic

writersstudents whose educations have not given them

the gift of literacy. Shaugnessyls emphasis on error

and reliance on grammar instruction do not overlook the

role that motivation plays in learning to write; and she

teaches grammar inductively, at the outset, so that

students discover for themselves the powers they have':'''

I think that her book is a courageous and useful one.

Perhaps her careful analysis of student writing will be

the keynote of the Classical period en approach which

differs significantly from reliance on polished models

typical of the ancients. With "stage two° as backdrop-for

our concern with audience and form, we will,keep writing

where it b'elongs: in the consciousness of the writer,

in the individual hands and eyes and minds of students ;'

but with "stage three" in the works, we will direct our'.

players-in the conventions which bring-down the house:
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grammar' in the Writing Process : Some SugOstions , Old and New

Ourfirstcgoal would be to have a Moffett-Fader-

Foxfire climate for writing.' In such a climate, the

experiences of-the ,class--as individuals and as a group,

and including actual events as well as vicarious ones

encountered in reading--would be the catalyst for student

writing.' When students are examining ideas and experience

from a number of perspectives and with genuine involvement

( "interaction" is Moffett's term for this kind of learning),

any mode of writing'and any possible English sentence might
r,

be chosen as a natural form of expression. In Foxfire,

.for example, students write narratives, explanations of-

processes, comparisons, dialogue and a complex argument

. for preserving the past.

`Slidh classrooms are not impossible to emulate,

if we structure group work sufficiently. Fader has argued'

convincingly'that students can ana must help each other

:to learn, and we know ,ourselves that the things we teach

are-the things we learn best.' Group work and student

' involvement, the emphasis of the fruitful "stage two"

phase of English education research, are the underpinnings

of both process-oriented and rhetorical approaches to the

teaching of writing. Assuming that a teacher .might use

both an open-choice, experienced-based format for writing

(with students deciding what to write about, how, and

why) and some exercises in which these things are specified

as carefully as they are in most other academic and

13
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professional writing) we might imagine the writing process

drawing upon grammar and usage dUring the pre-writing,

editing, and proofreading steps in order to match linguistic
,

conventions with the cognitive structures being attempted:

A profile of such -teaching follows. Because writing is

a process before it becomes a product, we cannot assume

that it will be the same. for all students and teachers,

nor the same each time it is attempted. All of the steps

outlined here may not be done in school each time students-

write; likewise, all of the is liSted here do not make

up'a complete list of what could be tried; Writing is'

probably recursive, like lariguagc;so we cannot really

finish teaching or learning it':

A. Students' prepaie to write after identifying
a subject they.want to explairOr find out about.'
They u4se pre-writing strategiesto generate words,
phrases, or clauses about the subject. Astal strategies-'
include: meditation, association, freewriting, making
lists of ideas; looking at the topic as particle,
wave, or field, or group'discussions.) Once they
have done this, they might be directed. to generate
lists.o4 concrete, sensory nouns; action verbs;
and co-ordinate elements which will help them
clarify things for their readers.

B. Students plan preliminary organization of their
writing. This varies, of course, with individuals
and with different tasks. At this stage:, a list
of transitions might be provided as a way Of.triggering
thought about relationships,and patterns inherent
in the material and in what they want to do with
it. A narrative may need transitions-that express
the passage of time; argument depends on others.
A paragraph contrasting one object with another
may be dependent on negative transitional devices
such as "on the contrary" or "alternatively," or
on negative affixes like "i1-" or, "- less.'-' seev4.49(

C; Students write'their papers. At some time
during the class, they describe their composing
processes and'whether they are ever conscious of
syntai or style as they write.
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D: Studentsr(ideally) "let their papers sit."
Then they do any number of things to assess
them: read them silently or aloud to self or
others; give them to a peer and get response;
show them to the teacher, who might simply
raise a_question for further thought or
encourage the development of good features.

.4' E. Students now edit their 19a,pers for organization;
development, and style. Here, I believe, some
attention to grammar might be very beneficial.
Always dependent on the student's own sense of
what is appropriate, some sentences might be
revised to improve the paper. Co-ordination,
sub-ordination, and modification could be
systematically presented through model sentences
drawn from class readings and student writing.
Thiel differs from the way grammar has usually
entered the composition class-t4-through the back
door of fragments and other errors.

F.' Students prepare final copies of their work,
Proofreading for typos or.errors they know they
have made frequently in the past. Dictionaries
and handbooks are available:

C-; Papers are evaluated- (usually by the teacher).
Some assignments or projects receive analytical
evaluation, with all aspects commented upon and
errors pointed out for correction. Comments
stress strengths of the paper, but give suggestions
for improvement.

When applicable, teacher returns paper with
a worksheet attached. Worksheets lead students
toward understanding of grammatical concept5they
find difficUlt, and require practice ;e.g. fragment
revision, subject/verb agreement).5 See Appendix II.

Some Tapers receive holistic scoring. Students
can compare.their work with-Model papers and
competency sheets. See Appendix LIT:

n Selected papers are duplicated for the clasS:.
'Techniques for 'evaluating written work are practiced.
Here; again, grammatical analysis may be of he
In order to understand why a paragraph is well
developed, for example, the class. could underline
subjects:to see how the writer used terms to
reinforce and expand meaning in each sentence of
a paragraph.6 If sentences are choppy, the class
Could practce combining them in various ways. If
verb tense is inconsistent, ways of expressing time
in English ver17,forms could be elicited for'reviel4
and the writer's options made plain. Sentences can

15
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be edited for conciseness, using such tidy structures
as the absolute and verbals.

I. Students share writing with outside audiences.'
Ideally, these were part of the planning,.but
sometimes the writing also develops into messages
for others: parents, younger or older students, a
class in another state, the letters column of the
local newspape, a former teacher, a student
organization, an author, the members of the school

.J." The teacher shares some of his/her 'own writing
with the. class. Problems of writing for a specific
audience, or of organizing large amounts of material,
or of writing on assigned topics, or of dealing
with criticism are discussed.

K0' Stylistic modeling is practiced. in journals.
Students (and teacher) copy passages, sentences,
apt metaphors, and ,.record sources. From time to
time, they try to write in the style of admired
writers. Share and discUss results, noting the.
necessity-todmitate graMmatical structures in
order to do the job.

Journals are also used for pre-writing (concrete
observations and random questioning).

L.'.Given a group ofgentences, studentsin groups
generalize toward a rule they have not understood.
before (e.g. use'Of the semi-cOlon).. Then they'
Write paragraphs using the feature at least once.

N. Writing poetry or stories using specific structures
has helped some students understand conceptS.' M4rty
Gliserman; who teaches at Rutgers in Livingston
College, has generated. interesting pieces of
writing while "teaching. grammar" in this way.8
See Anper_dix.IV.

N. Short, in-class writings practice specific skills.
Before students are assigned a descriptive paragraph,
for example, they describe an object in the room;
befdre they write arumentative papers they writer
out the reasons a friend or sibling should or should
not attend the same college they do, or join a
certain group, etc.

0: Students work in small groups on a cooperative
piece of writing (yetlding just a few papers to
grade after it has been edited, copied, and
-proofread;) This is especially effective for
controversial topics which will generate disbussion
and require evaluation of source material.



P',;1 Students examine their folders of work.,
selecting the best papers for a portfolio or
anthology: .

Q: A previous paper is selected as.the basis of
another (preferably because the. student sees that
it does not say what it could say). A narrative
is condensed as part Ofp-a- research paper; a process
analysis is made part "'of an argumentative essay:.

E.: A passage from a favorite book is' read
Stylistic devices., including sentence'structure,
are discussed. (E once sa4 a delighted seventh
grade., race to write .down all the adjectives
they heard in one sentence of Chirlie-and the
Chocolate Factory.)

Stunts critique one another's papers using
a gUide sheet drawing attention to stylistic features.
.I have had My students copy one or more examples
of parallelism or coordination (or other structures
we. have 'practiced) onto the critique sheet as
Warof recogniing a.writeris accomplishment and
practicing their 'own skillS. They haVe also noted
apt metaphori.and sentence rhythms, with increased

.

'attempts to use stylistic features in the next
papers they haVe done:

Teacher requires students'to writel on demand,
a fragment, a run-on, a comma splice, an uncoordin-
ated sentence. Class discusses why.

U. Writing from other courses is brought in to b,e
proofread and critiqued.'

V. Children's books are examined for. syntactic
maturity, using the Hunt and.Christensen criteria.
Students write some iAfermational prosetorchildren,
keeping theirsentence'and. clause lengths appropriate
for given' ages.

W.Textbooks are examined for style, for .attention
to audience, and for other features stressed in
the writing class. Students note linguistic structures
signalling transition, summary evaluation; and
interpretation..

X. Instructor from other subject area specifies
what is important for writing, in that class: Compare,
DiscuSs:

re English teachers share insights about the'
writing process with colleagues in other fields.'
Other teachers build pre-writing and 'editing or
critiquing into their work.

17



APPENDIX I

Brom Writing as a Thinking Process, by Mary S. Lawrence. (Ann Arbor:
, University of Michigan, 19/777,pv 82.

Structure Vocabulary

Comparison: similar to
similarly
like, alike
likewise
correspond to
correspondingly
resemble
resemblance
almost the same as

Contrast

at the same rate as
as

just as
'in like manner
in the same way
tohave . in common
to be parallel in

differ from
however
Otherwise'
still
nevertheless
even so
dissimilarly
different from
less :than
more than
'Taster than, etc.

-

A:

unlike
in contrast (to) .

in opposition.(to)
on the.contrary
ofi\the opposite side
on the'other hand
a larger pereentage than
a smaller percentage than
at a different rate from
although -

while

Note:: Lawrence. presents. an approach to teaching English as a second.,
language. Yet some native speakers cannot handle. expository
writing because they lack the vocabulary and the concepts
Which go with,,linguistic cues,! toideas.. Any list of cues
we could provide fer various structures would always have to
be tentative and partial, and should probably be generated
in discussion before "-given." According to Vygotsky*(Language
and Thought) instruction can predede development. Shauwnessy
:Errors and Expectations) holds that students must be initiated
into conventional language in order to do their academic papers
an d'learn their disciplines.



Appendix

Worksheets designed by Marty Gliserman for his students at LivingstonCollege (Rutgers University's urban campus).



Worksheets

:Lc A sentence fragment is a group of words which will not stand alone

*because the full meining is not clear. For example, the following groups

of words are fragments:
K,

1. When he goes to the store.
2. Because he goes to the store.
'3. After he goes toothe store.
4. _Going to the store.

Some important information is missing from each of these-sentences. In

the first three examples we want to know what happens "when," "because,"

and "after" he goes to the store. If we took away- -the conjunctions

(when, because, after), we would have a complete sentence--the state-

ment "he goes to the store." As soon as we use a conjunction., we need

to conjoin (that is, add) another group of words. In the case of the

above examples we might add the following:

5. When he goes to the store, he buys milk and eggs.

6.. Because he goes to the store, he can take a walk every day.

7. After he goeS to the store, he visits his friends.

If you use-a conjunction (when, after, since, because,- if, etc.) to

begin sentencez,- check to see_if_you have,added another sentence to

'it. You might thiiik-of the problem In this way: you would not write

a sentence like the following-4

8. He goes to the store and.

You would not write a sentence like that because you knOW-that if'you

write "and", something has to follow. Conjunctions whiCh come i.n-front-

of sentences work in the same way; that is, conjunctions signal a re-

. lationship.

Example number 4 is a different typtt of fragment; there is a piece

of information missing 'from it: we d'on't know who is going to the store.

We can make this 'kind of fragment into a complete 'sentence in two- ways:

9. He-was going to the store.
10. Going 'to thestore, he met his friend.

Sometimes in writing papers at:fragment is placed right after or

right before a group of words which would make the fragthent into .a

complete sentence.

For.example: ."He.really messed up the scrambled eggs. Because he

didn't know what'to do." RE- Write:- "He really messed up the scrambled

eggs because he didn't know what to do." (Or, "Because he didn't

know what to -do, he really messed up 'the scrambled eggs.")

20 _
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Instructions: Take the.sentences in your paper that, are marked as freq
ments and make them into complete sentences; check to see if the sentenc
before or after the fragment belongs to it. If it does, the problem is
one of punctuation; use the example above as.a model. Hand in the com-
plete sentence to your, instructor. Finally, make up five sentences that
'are like the one you had difficulty with.

2. RUn-on. Sometimes two complete sentences are joined together, but
they aren4t joined together in a strong enough way. For example,
"My sister and I went to a movie, we had to go into New York to see
it." The comma isn't strong enough ire need a semi-colon, or some
"joining" word. We could re-write the sentence in several different
ways:

My sister and I went to a movie; we hadto go into New York to see
My sister and I went:to a movie which we had to go to Neu', York to sc

My.siSter and I went to a movie.. We had.to go into New York' to see
My sister and I went to a movie, but we had to go into-N:Y. to see

Instructions: Takethe'rUn-on sentence(s) in your paper and punctuate
it- (them) adequately; try out at least two different punctuation. solu-:
tions. In addition, write five sentences that are like the one(s) that

. yo-tr7had

3. Past tense. Many people have difficulties with-the. past tense form
of verbs when they write.. The reason for this is; that the'signals
'used to tell somebody that we are talkingabout gbmethingthat hap-
pened in the past are slightly different in speaking and in writing.
In writing we usually signal the past tense more clearly and we make
the eignal'on or in the verb.
1) Usually, the.past tense is marked with an "ed" at.the end of the

verb; the sound that "ed" makes is often dropped in conversatior
So, most verbs change like this:'"I graduate today", but "I grac
uated yesterday
However,.there are many verbsin our language that do not have
the "ed" suffix. These.other verbs signal the past tense by

g tmaking a"chan e inside the verb: "I run today," but "I ran
yesterday." 3) 3Phere. are a feW other verbs that do not change
at all: ."Today I hurt my arm," and "Yesterday I hurt my leg."

If you are unsure about how.to.form the past tenseof a verb, you
..can heck a dictionary. Look up the verb in the present form; if there
is not ing.after-the present' verb, it is formed by adding "ed"; if the
verb has a past tense form that is different from a regular "ed" verb,
it will be the first word in the list that follows immediately. For
example, if u look up "hurt" we will see something Like this: "Hurt v.
(verb), hurt, rting,'n., adj." What this means is that "Hurt" is a
verb; the past t se is "hurt", the present participle is "hurting" and
"hurting" can be d as a noun or an adjecive'.
3a. This verb' needs past tense marker (ed):
3b. This verb changes '511 the past by an inside change:
3c. This verb does not c nge in the past:
Instructions: Write .five ntences in whi6,11 yotiuse the past. tense of
of-the verbs which you had di ficulties with. 'Look it up in the dictior
to check on how it is formed.
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4. '3rd Singular._ This referoto the third person singular of the
present tense of a verb. Most verbs make only one change in the
present tense:

1st perSon
2nd person
3-rd person

singular'
I study
you study
he, she, it

studies

plural
. we study

you study
they study

singular
I work
you work
he, she, it

works

plural
we work
you work
they work

--just paat- e se, the "b" or-'tfle-T-h-ird person sing-
__ular present tense is often nett spoken in conversation, but in writing

, it is used. In addition to the pronouns (he, she, it), many regular
nouns and relative pronouns (who, which, that) are used in the third
person singular position._ For example: My brother runs every day.

--Saul runs every day. My brother, who runs every day, keeps himself up.
Instructions: Write fiVe sentences in which you .use the third person
singular present. tense of the verb(s) you had difficulty with.

:5, Possessive; plural; to-be--"S" problems. Because the "susound of
many words.iS not pronounced, it is often deleted, butit needs. to
.be.used in writing. There are three pla'ces.where "s" is used in
writing (where 'it might not be used in speaking):

5 Y'PosSessive."S.".The "s" here- may signal a relationship of possession,..as in . "my brother's book is ptrple."
5b) Plural "S."The "s" here may signalthat a erd is plural: books,

teaChers,' hands.
5c) Is "s." The "s" may also signal the:third person singular of the

present tense.of the'verb "to be." Thatis, we can often contract
a phrase like "he is" to "he's.",.:In-writing we would have either
"He is going to the store," or "He's going to the store." In speak-.

ing, but not in writing, we may hear people say, "He going to the
store."

Instructions:- Write five sentences using. the word(s) you had diffiCulty

6. -Word confu ions. There are many pairs of words that sound alike
and peopI get them Confused sometimes Then they are writing.
Instructions: Look upthe words that follow in a dictionary and.
write five sentences using eachword.
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sKAPINAK AND USAGE

bs--many linking verbs

verbs

oun reference

sEmrk.--;%1 5rtuardnE
wri.mn 4 ROMMOW3 i Amos " Wag OM

4 RAG WA DEVEPPMEg

subject-verb disagreement

\nt tense

repetition of a sentence pattern

fragments and run-ons

few compound and complex sentences

few verbals

repetitious sentence beginnings

3ticated verb usage.. is

. .

of,common verbs

;e of linking verbs

id verbs generally agree

ie of pronouns

little or.no paragraphing:

no evidence of an essay form, e:g.,

main parts of topic, key ideas, etc

few sentence transitions

some repetition of same sentence pattern

so attempt at verbals

fragments and run-ons

some compoundiand complex sentences

repetitious sentence beginnings

paragraphing attempted- -not always

successfully

evidence of topic sentences

some evidence of an essay form., e.

introduction, body, and conclusic
.

few kty ideas are present; if they

are present, they're not develope

or areweak

some sentence transition
few paragraph-transitions

;e of linking verbs

t verbs

variety

of verb forms, tenseand

some variety in sentee patterns.

variety in sentence types, simple,
compound and complex

few fragments and run-ons

some variety in sentence beginnings

some verbals

Successful paragraphing

paragraph transitions are attempted

not always appropriate

generally successful topic sentence
development

evidence of essay form

key .ideas are present and

-is attempted

ade uste sentence transition

successful paragraphing,

paragraph transitions generally

effective

successful topic sentence developme

key ideas are not only present but
are explained

effective sentence transitions

Y

erence problems with mere

entences

ressiod

variety in sentence patterns

'variety in sentence types

rare fragments and run-ons

variety in sentence beginnings

effective use of verbals

4
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1 STYLE

vocgi.g.Aky
ram es

topic is misinterpreted

little development of in=

dividual style

short sentences

.ideas are not qualified;

e.g., things are always

true, etc.

limited vocabulary

rambles occasionally

III III Cii if
HAtiotaiiitic

sometimes illegible ,

use of printing

displays.little concern for

appearance

SPELLING

spelling is, phonetic

spelling of common words is

generally accurate,

L.J J L. LJ
MRWANICAL

CONVENTIONS

misuse of. commas, apostrop4es"

periods, hyphens, and

capital letters to the point

of interfering with the

readihg of the.paper

difficult to read

development 'is attempted but

ideas are tot qualified some printing

lacks specifics .

some evidence of development

of individual style

little variation in sentence

structure

attempt at more sophisticat!

ed vocabulary -- frequently

misused .

re etitioa words 60ohrases'

J

i.

imaginative

analogies if appropriate aie

attempted

successful' development

distinct beginning,.middle,

and ending-ideas are in-
troduced, explored'and con.'

eluded'

qualifies ideas

discernible 'style

more so histicated'voCabulary

a aI 4

legible handwriting

sophisticated vocabulary is

.often misspelled

little evidence of knowledge of

apelling.rulesl'e.g., lohly,

peice, etc.

spelling of common words is

generally accurate

.74

44Lonl.
accurate use 'ff,periods.--exce;

for,ruri-ons and fragients

misuse cf,commas., apostrophes

byphensi'luotation marks an(

capital letters; however,'

there is little interferenc;

with the reading of the

paper

rarely misspells common words pgenerally good use of

mechanics

lk

4

successful use of appropriat

analogies

creative and unique approach

distinct beginning, middle

and end .

interprets and analyzes ,for

the reader"

.finite understanding of

topic

ivid specific language

neat and clear.cursive hand-

writing

attractive overall appearance

accurate spelling proper use of mechanical

conventions



Prepositions

"Before the position was the preposition."

In the dark.
In utero
Into light.
Sub specie
Of death
By starvation,
In birth
By accident
On purpose
Of living
Of public school education
In the hands
Of doctOrs.

In adolecense
With rebellion
Against. arguments
Ad nauseam
For the necessity
Of unconsciousness.
Between mother and father.
Against shame.
Against curfews.
Against family peace
Without honor.

In college
On the march
Against Aruelty
To studehts
Under the influence
Of Kierkegaard
Of pot,

-To the Lighthouse
Cup Laude.

Without.mow
In lines.' c
For jobs
At pizzerias.
With disappointment,
With anchovies .

With extra cheese.'

To the left
To'the right-
AbOut Turns.
To the roadcrossing
In reverse :; ,

Through the swamp
Across-the river
Home

4r44-11-1".
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Upstairs
To bed
Without supper.
At 5 A.M.
in underwear
To the bathroom
On the toilet
Under the shower
With toothpaste
With mouthwash
Without breakfast
To the pizzeria.

'After 5 P.M.,
By the turnpike
Through the tollbooths
By mistake

\Under the river
Into the swamp
Home
Through the door
With a sledgehammer
Downstairs
To the dungebn
With left-
Over pizza
Sans cheese
For supper.

On a date
With Marilyn
Fo'r dinner and movies'
'Without reervations
Sine qua non
For you.

At MacDonald's
From Here,To Eternity
With Sinatra and Donna Reed
In bed.
Out of practice
Contra ception
In the drawer.

In dreams
Of the saints
Degraded
To purgatory.
In an elevator
Without buttons
To levels :

Of awareness.

10

pn Sip Avenue
In Jersey City
To the doss
With bad company
With last
With fire water
With sloths
With sheep
With One Wrong Move
With silence
With hope.

On vacation
'Above clouds
To Anotherlsimonopoly
On ,paradise.

On social security
With fond memories
Of the pizzeria
0f oregano
Of Mozzarella
Of the red:andwhite dough
In the oven
In the darkness.
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